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Abstract

Datacenter systems and I/O devices now run at single-digit microsecond latencies, requiring ns-scale operating systems. Traditional kernel-based operating systems impose an unaffordable overhead, so recent kernel-bypass OSes [73] and libraries [23] eliminate the OS kernel from the I/O datapath. However, none of these systems offer a general-purpose datapath OS replacement that meet the needs of µ-scale systems.

This paper proposes Demikernel, a flexible datapath OS and architecture designed for heterogenous kernel-bypass devices and µ-scale datacenter systems. We build two prototype Demikernel OSes and show that minimal effort is needed to port existing µ-scale systems. Once ported, Demikernel lets applications run across heterogenous kernel-bypass devices with ns-scale overheads and no code changes.
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1 Overview

Datacenter I/O devices and systems are increasingly µ-scale: network round-trips, disk accesses and in-memory systems, like Redis [80], can achieve single-digit microsecond latencies. To avoid becoming a bottleneck, datapath systems software must operate at sub-microsecond – or nanosecond – latencies. To minimize latency, widely deployed kernel-bypass devices [78, 16] move legacy OS kernels to the control path and let µ-scale applications directly perform datapath I/O.

Kernel-bypass devices fundamentally change the traditional OS architecture: they eliminate the OS kernel from the I/O datapath without a clear replacement. Kernel-bypass devices offload OS protection (e.g., isolation, address translation) to safely offer user-level I/O and more capable devices implement some OS management (e.g., networking) to further reduce CPU usage. Existing kernel-bypass libraries [57, 23, 44] supply some missing OS components; however, none are a general-purpose, portable datapath OS.

Without a standard datapath architecture and general-purpose datapath OS, kernel-bypass is difficult for µ-scale applications to leverage. Programmers do not want to re-architect applications for different devices because they may not know in advance what will be available. New device features seemingly develop every year, and programmers cannot continuously re-design their applications to keep pace with these changes. Further, since datacenter servers are constantly upgraded, cloud providers (e.g., Microsoft Azure) deploy many generations of hardware concurrently.

Thus, µ-scale applications require a datapath architecture with a portable OS that implements common OS management: storage and networking stacks, memory management and CPU scheduling. Beyond supporting heterogenous devices with ns-scale latencies, a datapath OS must meet new needs of µ-scale applications. For example, zero-copy I/O is important for reducing latency, so µ-scale systems require an API with clear zero-copy I/O semantics and memory management that coordinates shared memory access between the application and OS. Likewise, µ-scale applications perform I/O every few microseconds, so fine-grained CPU multiplexing between application work and OS tasks is also critical.

This paper presents Demikernel, a flexible datapath OS and architecture designed for heterogenous kernel-bypass devices and µ-scale kernel-bypass datacenter systems. Demikernel defines: (1) new datapath OS management features for µ applications, (2) a new portable datapath API (PDPIX) and (3) a flexible datapath architecture for minimizing latency across...
heterogenous devices. Demikernel datapath OSes run with a legacy controlplane kernel (e.g., Linux or Windows) and consist of interchangeable library OSes with the same API, OS management features and architecture. Each library OS is device-specific: it offloads to the kernel-bypass device when possible and implements remaining OS management in a user-space library. These libOSes aim to simplify the development of µ-scale datacenter systems across heterogenous kernel-bypass devices with while minimizing OS overheads.

Demikernel follows a trend away from kernel-oriented OSes to library-oriented datapath OSes, motivated by the CPU bottleneck caused by increasingly efficient I/O devices. It is not designed for systems that benefit from directly accessing kernel-bypass hardware (e.g., HPC [45], software middleboxes [90, 72], RDMA storage systems [17, 98, 7, 101]) because it imposes a common API that hides more complex device features (e.g., one-sided RDMA).

This paper describes two prototype Demikernel datapath OSes for Linux and Windows. Our implementation is largely in Rust, leveraging its memory safety benefits within the database OS stack. We also describe the design of a new zero-copy, ns-scale TCP stack and kernel-bypass-aware memory allocator. Our evaluation found it easy to build and port Demikernel applications with I/O processing latencies of ≈50ms per I/O, and a 17-26% peak throughput overhead, compared to directly using kernel-bypass APIs.

## 2 Demikernel Datapath OS Requirements

Modern kernel-bypass devices, OSes and libraries eliminate the OS kernel from the I/O datapath but do not replace all of its functionality, leaving a gap in the kernel-bypass OS architecture. This gap exposes a key question: what is the right datapath OS replacement for µ-scale systems? This section details the requirements of µ-scale systems and heterogenous kernel-bypass devices that motivate Demikernel’s design.

### 2.1 Support Heterogenous OS Offloads

As shown in Figure 1, today’s datapath architectures are ad hoc: existing kernel-bypass libraries [34, 73] offer different OS features atop specific kernel-bypass devices. Portability is challenging because different device offload different OS features. For example, DPDK provides a low-level, raw NIC interface, while RDMA implements a network protocol with congestion control and ordered, reliable transmission. Thus, systems that work with DPDK implement a full networking stack, which is unnecessary for systems using RDMA.

This heterogeneity stems from a fundamental trade-off that hardware designers have long struggled with [50, 66, 10] — offloading more features improves performance but increases device complexity — which only becomes worse as recent research proposes increasingly complex offloads [52, 41, 86]. For example, DPDK is more general and widely usable, but RDMA achieves the lowest CPU and latency overheads for µ-scale systems within the datacenter, so any datapath

Figure 1. Example kernel-bypass architectures. Unlike the Demikernel architecture (right), Arrakis [73], Caladan [23] and eRPC [8]'s architectures do not flexibly accommodate heterogenous kernel-bypass devices with varied hardware capabilities and OS offloads.

### 2.2 Coordinate Zero-Copy Memory Access

Zero-copy I/O is critical for minimizing latency; however, it requires coordinating memory access carefully across the I/O device, stack and application. Kernel-bypass zero-copy I/O requires two types of memory access coordination, which are both difficult for programmers to manage and not explicitly managed by existing kernel-bypass OSes.

First, kernel-bypass requires the I/O device’s IOMMU (or a user-level device driver) to perform address translation, which requires coordination with the CPU’s IOMMU and TLB. To avoid page faults and ensure address mappings stay fixed during ongoing I/O, kernel-bypass devices require designated DMA-capable memory, which is pinned in the OS kernel. This designation works differently across devices; for example, RDMA uses explicit registration of DMA-capable memory while DPDK and SPDK use a separate pool-based memory allocator backed with huge pages for DMA-capable memory. Thus, a programmer must know in advance what memory to use for I/O, which is not always possible and can be complex to deduce, and use the appropriate designation for the available device.

The second form of coordination concerns actual access to the I/O memory buffers. Since the I/O stack and kernel-bypass device work directly with application memory, the programmer must not free or modify that memory while in use for I/O. This coordination goes beyond simply waiting until the I/O has completed. For example, the TCP stack might send the memory to the NIC, but then network loses the packet. If the application modified or freed the memory buffer in the meantime, the TCP stack has no way to retransmit it. As a result, the application must also coordinate with the TCP stack when freeing memory. This coordination becomes increasingly complex, especially in asynchronous or multithreaded distributed systems. Given this complexity, Demikernel’s design must portably manage complex zero-copy I/O coordination between applications and OS components.
2.3 Multiplex and Schedule the CPU at µs-scale

µs-scale datacenter systems commonly perform I/O every few microseconds; thus, a datapath OS must be able to multiplex and schedule I/O processing and application work at similar speeds. Existing kernel-level abstractions, like processes and threads, are too coarse-grained for µs-scale scheduling because they consume entire cores for hundreds of microseconds. As a result, kernel-bypass systems lack a general-purpose scheduling abstraction.

Recent user-level schedulers [9, 75] allocate application workers on a µs-scale per-I/O basis; however, they still use coarse-grained abstractions for OS work (e.g., whole threads [23] or cores [30]). Some go a step further and take a microkernel approach, separating OS services into another process [57] or ring [3] for better security.

µs-scale RDMA systems commonly interleave I/O and application request processing. This design makes scheduling implicit instead of explicit: a datapath OS has no way to control the balance of CPU cycles allocated to the application versus datapath I/O processing. For example, both FaRM [17] and Pilaf [64] always immediately perform I/O processing when messages arrive, even given higher priority tasks (e.g., allocating new buffer space for incoming packets that might otherwise be dropped).

None of these systems are ideal because their scheduling decisions remain distributed, either between the kernel and user-level scheduler (for DPDK systems) or across the code (for RDMA systems). Recent work, like eRPC [34], has shown that multiplexing application work and datapath OS tasks on a single thread is required to achieve ns-scale overheads. Thus, Demikernel’s design requires a µs-scale scheduling abstraction and scheduler.

3 Demikernel Overview and Approach

Demikernel is the first datapath OS that meets the requirements of µs-scale applications and kernel-bypass devices. It has new OS features and a new portable datapath API, which are programmer-visible, and a new OS architecture and design, which is not visible to programmers. This section gives an overview of Demikernel’s approach, the next describes the programmer-visible features and API, while Section 5 details the Demikernel (lib)OS architecture and design.

3.1 Design Goals

While meeting the requirements detailed in the previous section, Demikernel has three high-level design goals:

- **Simplify µs-scale kernel-bypass system development.** Demikernel must offer OS management that meets common needs for µs-scale applications and kernel-bypass devices.
- **Offer portability across heterogenous devices.** Demikernel should let applications run across multiple types of kernel-bypass devices (e.g., RDMA and DPDK) and virtualized environments with no code changes.
- **Achieve nanosecond-scale latency overheads.** Demikernel datapath OSes have a per-I/O budget of less than 1µs for I/O processing and other OS services.

3.2 System Model and Assumptions

Demikernel relies on popular kernel-bypass devices, including RDMA [61] and DPDK [16] NICs and SPDK disks [88], but also accommodates future programmable devices [60, 58, 69]. We assume Demikernel datapath OSes run in the same process and thread as the application, so they mutually trust each other and any isolation and protection are offered by the control path kernel or kernel-bypass device. These assumptions are safe in the datacenter where applications typically bring their own libraries and OS, and the datacenter operator enforces isolation using hardware.

Demikernel makes it possible to send application memory directly over the network, so applications must carefully consider the location of sensitive data. If necessary, this capability can be turned off. Other techniques, like information flow control or verification could also be leveraged to ensure the safety and security of application memory.

To minimize datapath latency, Demikernel uses cooperative scheduling, so applications must run in a tight I/O processing loop (i.e., enter the datapath libOS to perform I/O at least once every millisecond). Failing to allocate cycles to the datapath OS can cause I/O failures (e.g., packets to be dropped and acks/retries not sent). Other control path work (e.g., background logging) can run on a separate thread or core and go through the legacy OS kernel. Our prototypes currently focus on independently scheduling single CPU cores, relying on hardware support for multi-core scheduling [27]; however, the architecture can fit more complex scheduling algorithms [23, 71]. A companion paper [15] proposes a new kernel-bypass request scheduler that leverages Demikernel’s understanding of application semantics to provide better tail latency for µs-scale workloads with widely varying request execution times.

3.3 Demikernel Approach

This section summarizes the new features of Demikernel’s design – both internal and external – to meet the needs detailed in the previous section.

**A portable datapath API and flexible OS architecture.**

Demikernel tackles heterogenous kernel-bypass offloads with a new portable datapath API and flexible OS architecture. Demikernel takes a library OS approach by treating the kernel-bypass hardware the datapath kernel and accommodating heterogenous kernel-bypass devices with *interchangeable* library OSes. As Figure 1 shows, the Demikernel kernel-bypass architecture extends the kernel-bypass architecture with a flexible datapath architecture. Each Demikernel datapath OS works with a legacy control path OS kernel and consists of several interchangeable datapath *library* OSes (libOSes) that implement a new high-level datapath API, called PDPIX.
PDPIX extends the standard POSIX API to better accommodate µ-scale kernel-bypass I/O. Microsecond kernel-bypass systems are I/O-oriented; they spend most time and memory processing I/O. Thus, PDPIX centers around an I/O queue abstraction that makes I/O explicit: it lets µ-scale applications submit entire I/O requests, eliminating latency issues with POSIX’s pipe-based I/O abstraction.

To minimize latency, Demikernel libOSes offload OS features to the device when possible and implement the remaining features in software. For example, our RDMA libOS relies on the RDMA NIC for ordered, reliable delivery, while the DPDK libOS implements it in software. Demikernel libOSes have different implementations, and can even be written in different languages; however, they share the same OS features, architecture and core design.

A DMA-capable heap, use-after-free protection. Demikernel provides three new external OS features to simplify zero-copy memory coordination: a portable API with clear semantics for I/O memory buffer ownership, (2) a zero-copy, DMA-capable heap and (3) use-after-free (UAF) protection for zero-copy I/O buffers. Unlike POSIX, PDPIX defines clear zero-copy I/O semantics: applications pass ownership to the Demikernel datapath OS when invoking I/O and do not receive ownership back until the I/O completes.

The DMA-capable heap eliminates the need for programmers to designate I/O memory. Demikernel libOSes replace the application’s memory allocator to back the heap with DMA-capable memory in a device-specific way. For example, the RDMA libOS’s memory allocator registers heap memory transparently for RDMA on the first I/O access, while the DPDK libOS’s allocator backs the application’s heap with memory from the DPDK memory allocator.

Demikernel libOS allocators also provide UAF protection. It guarantees that shared, in-use zero-copy I/O buffers are not freed until both the application and datapath OS explicitly free them. It simplifies zero-copy coordination by preventing applications from accidentally freeing memory buffers in use for I/O processing (e.g., TCP retries). However, UAF protection does not keep applications from modifying in-use buffers because there is no affordable way to Demikernel datapath OSes to offer write-protection.

Leveraging the memory allocator lets the datapath OS control memory used to back the heap and when objects are freed. However, it is a trade-off: though the allocator has insight into the application (e.g., object sizes), the design requires all applications to use the Demikernel allocator.

Coroutines and µ-scale CPU scheduling. Kernel-bypass scheduling commonly happens on a per-I/O basis; however, the POSIX API is poorly suited to this use. epoll and select have a well-known “thundering herd” issue [56]: when the socket is shared, it is impossible to deliver events to precisely one worker. Thus, PDPIX introduces a new asynchronous I/O API, called wait, which lets applications workers wait on specific I/O requests and the datapath OSes explicitly assign I/O requests to workers.

For µ-scale CPU multiplexing, Demikernel uses coroutines to encapsulate both OS and application computation. Coroutines are lightweight, have low-cost context switches and are well-suited for the state-machine-based asynchronous event handling that I/O stacks commonly require. We chose coroutines over user-level threads (e.g., Caladan’s green threads [23]), which can perform equally well, because coroutines encapsulate state for each task, removing the need for global state management. For example, Demikernel’s TCP stack uses one coroutine per TCP connection for retransmissions, which keeps the relevant TCP state.

Every libOS has a centralized coroutine scheduler, optimized for the kernel-bypass device. Since interrupts are unaffordable at ns-scale [33, 15], Demikernel coroutines are cooperative: they typically yield after a few microseconds or less. Traditional coroutines typically work by polling; the scheduler runs every coroutine to check for progress. However, we found polling to be unaffordable at ns-scale since large numbers of coroutines are blocked on infrequent I/O events (e.g., a packet for the TCP connection arrives). Thus, Demikernel coroutines are also blockable. The scheduler separates runnable and blocked coroutines and moves blocked ones to the runnable queue only after the event occurs.

4 Demikernel Datapath OS Features and API

Demikernel offers new OS features to meet µ-scale application requirements. This section describes Demikernel from a programmer’s perspective, including PDPIX.

4.1 Demikernel Datapath OS Feature Overview

Table 1 summarizes and compares Demikernel’s OS feature support to existing kernel-bypass APIs [62, 16] and libraries [30, 23, 44]. Unlike existing kernel-bypass systems,
the Demikernel datapath OS offers a portable I/O API for kernel-bypass devices with high-level abstractions, like sockets and files (Table 1: I1). For each device type, it also implements (I2) a µ-scale networking stack with features like ordered, reliable messaging, congestion control and flow control and (I3) a µ-scale storage stack with disk block allocation and data organization.

Demikernel provides two types of CPU scheduling: (C1) allocating CPU cycles between libOS I/O processing and application workers, and (C2) allocating I/O requests among application workers. This paper focuses on C1, as C2 is a well-studied topic [23]. Our companion paper, Perséphone [15], explores how to leverage Demikernel for better I/O request scheduling at microsecond timescales. To better support kernel-bypass schedulers, we replace epoll with a new API (C3) that explicitly supports I/O request scheduling.

kernel-bypass applications require zero-copy I/O to make the best use of limited CPU cycles. To better this task, Demikernel offers (M1) a zero-copy I/O API with clear memory ownership semantics between the application, the libOS and the I/O device, and (M2) makes the entire application heap transparently DMA-capable without explicit, device-specific registration. Finally, Demikernel gives (M3) use-after-free protection, which, together with its other features, lets applications that do not update in place, like Redis, leverage zero-copy I/O without application changes. Combined with its zero-copy network and storage stacks and fine-grained CPU multiplexing, Demikernel supports single-core run-to-completion for a request (e.g., Redis PUT) from the NIC to the application to disk and back without copies.

4.2 PDPIX: A Portable Datapath API

Demikernel extends POSIX with the portable datapath interface (PDPIX). To minimize changes to existing µ-scale applications, PDPIX limits POSIX changes to ones that minimize overheads or better support kernel-bypass I/O. PDPIX system calls go to the datapath OS and no longer require a kernel crossing (and thus we call them PDPIX library calls or libcalls). PDPIX is queue-oriented, not file-oriented; thus, system calls that return a file descriptor in POSIX return a queue descriptor in PDPIX.

I/O Queues. To reduce application changes, we chose to leave the socket, pipe and file abstractions in place. For example, PDPIX does not modify the POSIX listen/accept interface for accepting network connections; however, accept now returns a queue descriptor, instead of a file descriptor, through which the application can accept incoming connections. queue() creates a light-weight in-memory queue, similar to a Go channel [25].

While these library calls seem like control path operations, they interact with I/O and thus are implemented in the datapath OS. For example, incoming connections arrive as network I/O and must be processed efficiently by the datapath networking stack. Likewise, sockets remain on the datapath because they create I/O queues associated with network connections that the datapath OS needs to dispatch incoming packets.

Network and Storage I/O. push and pop are datapath operations for submitting and receiving I/O operations, respectively. To avoid unnecessary buffering and poor tail latencies, these libcalls take a scatter-gather array of memory pointers. They are intended to be a complete I/O operation, so the datapath OS can take a fast path and immediately issue or return the I/O if possible. For example, unlike the POSIX write operation, Demikernel immediately attempts to submit I/O after a push. Both push and pop are non-blocking and return a qtoken indicating their asynchronous result. Applications use the qtoken to fetch the completion when the operation has been successfully processed via the wait_ * library calls. Naturally, an application can simulate a blocking library call by calling the operation and immediately waiting on the qtoken.

Memory. Applications do not allocate buffers for incoming data; instead, pop and wait_ * return scatter-gather arrays with pointers to memory allocated in the application’s DMA-capable heap. The application receives memory ownership of the buffers and frees them when no longer needed.

PDPIX requires that all I/O must be from the DMA-capable heap (e.g., not on the stack). On push, the application grants ownership of scatter-gather buffers to the Demikernel datapath OS and receives it back on completion. Use-after-free protection guarantees that I/O buffers are not be freed until both the application and datapath OS free them.

UAF protection does not offer write-protection; the application must respect push semantics and not modify the buffer until the qtoken returns. We chose to offer only UAF protection as there is no low cost way for Demikernel to provide full write-protection. Thus, UAF protection is a compromise: it captures a common programming pattern but does not eliminate all coordination. However, applications that do not update in place (i.e., their memory is immutable, like Redis’s keys and values) require no additional code to support zero-copy I/O coordination.

Scheduling. PDPIX replaces epoll with the asynchronous wait_ * call. The basic wait blocks on a single qtoken; wait_any provides functionality similar to select or epoll, and wait_all blocks until all operations complete. This abstraction solves two major issues with POSIX epoll: (1) wait directly returns the data from the operation so the application can begin processing immediately, and (2) assuming each application worker waits on a separate qtoken, wait wakes only one worker on each I/O completion. Despite these semantic changes, we found it easy to replace an epoll loop with wait_any. However, wait_ * is a low-level API, so we hope to eventually implement libraries, like libevent [54], to reduce application changes.
We initially prototyped several libOSes in C++; however, we found that Rust performs competitively with C++ and achieves ns-scale latencies while offering additional benefits. Rust ensures memory safety internally within our libOSes. We also appreciated Rust’s improved build system with portability across platforms, compared to the difficulties that we encountered with CMake. Finally, Rust has excellent support for co-routines, which we are being actively developing, letting us use language features to implement our scheduling abstraction and potentially contribute back to the Rust community. The primary downside to using Rust is the need for many cross-language bindings as kernel-bypass interfaces and µs-scale applications are still largely written in C/C++.

Each libOS has a memory allocator that allocates or registers DMA-capable memory and performs reference counting for UAF protection. Using the memory allocator for memory management is a trade-off that provides good insight into application memory but requires that applications use our memory allocator. Other designs are possible; for example, having the libOSes perform packet-based refcounting. Our prototype Demikernel libOSes use Hoard [4], a popular memory allocator that is easily extensible using C++ templates [5]. We intend to integrate a more modern memory allocator (i.e., mimalloc [46]) in the future.

Demikernel libOSes use Rust’s async/await language features [85] to implement asynchronous I/O processing within coroutines. Rust leverages support for generators to compile imperative code into state machines with a transition function. The Rust compiler does not directly save registers and swap stacks; it compiles coroutines down to regular function calls with values “on the stack” stored directly in the state machine [55]. This crucial benefit of using Rust makes a coroutine context switch lightweight and fast (≈12 cycles in our Rust prototype) and helps our I/O stacks avoid a real context switch on the critical path. While Rust’s language interface and compiler support for writing coroutines is well-defined, Rust does not currently have a coroutine runtime. Thus, we implement a simple coroutine runtime and scheduler within each libOS.

```c
1 // Queue creation and management
int qd = socket(...);
err = listen(qd, ...);
err = bind(qd, ...);
err = accept(qd, ...);
err = connect(qd, ...);
err = create(qd, ...);
err = close(qd);
err = queue();
int qd = open(...);
int tgt = pop(qs);
void *dma_ptr = malloc(size_t size);
free(void *dma_ptr);
```

Figure 2. **Demikernel PDPIX library call API.** PDPIX retains features of the POSIX interface—... represents unchanged arguments—with three key changes. To avoid unnecessary buffering on the I/O datapath, PDPIX is queue-oriented and lets applications submit complete I/O operations. To support zero-copy I/O, PDPIX queue operations define clear zero-copy I/O memory ownership semantics. Finally, PDPIX replaces `epoll` with `wait_*` to let libOSes explicitly assign I/O to workers.

5 Demikernel Datapath Library OS Design

Figure 3 shows the Demikernel datapath OS architecture: each OS consists of interchangeable library OSes that run on different kernel-bypass devices with a legacy kernel. While each library OS supports a different kernel-bypass device on a different legacy kernel, they share a common architecture and design, described in this section.

5.1 Design Overview

Each Demikernel libOS supports a single kernel-bypass I/O device type (e.g., DPDK, RDMA, SPDK) and consists of an I/O processing stack for the I/O device, a libOS-specific memory allocator and a centralized coroutine scheduler. To support both networking and storage, we integrate libOSes into a single library for both devices (e.g., RDMAXSPDK).

We implemented the bulk of our library OS code in Rust. We initially prototyped several libOSes in C++; however, we found that Rust performs competitively with C++ and achieves ns-scale latencies while offering additional benefits. First, Rust enforces memory safety through language features and its compiler. Though our libOSes use unsafe code to bind to C/C++ kernel-bypass libraries and applications, user-space Software
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Figure 3. **Demikernel kernel-bypass architecture.** Demikernel accommodates heterogenous kernel-bypass devices, including potential future hardware, with a flexible library OS-based datapath architecture. We include a libOS that goes through the OS kernel for development and debugging.

We also appreciated Rust’s improved build system with portability across platforms, compared to the difficulties that we encountered with CMake. Finally, Rust has excellent support for co-routines, which we are being actively developing, letting us use language features to implement our scheduling abstraction and potentially contribute back to the Rust community. The primary downside to using Rust is the need for many cross-language bindings as kernel-bypass interfaces and µs-scale applications are still largely written in C/C++.

Each libOS has a memory allocator that allocates or registers DMA-capable memory and performs reference counting for UAF protection. Using the memory allocator for memory management is a trade-off that provides good insight into application memory but requires that applications use our memory allocator. Other designs are possible; for example, having the libOSes perform packet-based refcounting. Our prototype Demikernel libOSes use Hoard [4], a popular memory allocator that is easily extensible using C++ templates [5]. We intend to integrate a more modern memory allocator (i.e., mimalloc [46]) in the future.

Demikernel libOSes use Rust’s async/await language features [85] to implement asynchronous I/O processing within coroutines. Rust leverages support for generators to compile imperative code into state machines with a transition function. The Rust compiler does not directly save registers and swap stacks; it compiles coroutines down to regular function calls with values “on the stack” stored directly in the state machine [55]. This crucial benefit of using Rust makes a coroutine context switch lightweight and fast (≈12 cycles in our Rust prototype) and helps our I/O stacks avoid a real context switch on the critical path. While Rust’s language interface and compiler support for writing coroutines is well-defined, Rust does not currently have a coroutine runtime. Thus, we implement a simple coroutine runtime and scheduler within each libOS.
that optimizes for the amount of I/O processing that each kernel-bypass devices requires.

5.2 I/O Processing

The primary job of Demikernel libOSes is µ-scale I/O processing. Every libOS has an I/O stack with this processing flow but different amounts and types of I/O processing and different background tasks (e.g., sending acks). As noted previously, Demikernel I/O stacks minimize latency by polling, which is CPU-intensive but critical for microsecond latency. Each stack uses a fast-path I/O coroutine to poll a single hardware interface (e.g., RDMA poll_cq, DPDK rte_rx_burst), then multiplexes sockets, connections, files, etc. across them.

Taking inspiration from TAS [39], Demikernel I/O stacks optimize for an error-free fast-path (e.g., packets arrive in order, send windows are open), which is the common case in the datacenter [37, 34]. Unlike TAS, Demikernel I/O stacks share application threads and aim for run-to-completion: the fast-path coroutine processes the incoming data, finds the blocked qtoken, schedules the application coroutine and processes any outgoing messages before moving on to the next I/O. Likewise, Demikernel I/O stacks inline outgoing I/O processing in push (in the application coroutine) and submit I/O (to the asynchronous hardware I/O API) in the error-free case. Although a coroutine context switch occurs between the fast-path and application coroutines, it does not interrupt run-to-completion because Rust compiles coroutine switches to a function call.

Figure 4 shows normal case I/O processing for the DPDK TCP stack, but the same applies to all libOS I/O stacks. To begin, the application: (1) calls pop to ask for incoming data. If nothing is pending, the libOS (2) allocates and returns a qtoken to the application, which calls wait with the qtoken. The libOS (3) allocates a blocked coroutine for each qtoken in wait, then immediately yields to the coroutine scheduler. We do not allocate the coroutine for each queue token unless the application calls wait to indicate a waiting worker. If the scheduler has no other work, it runs the fast-path coroutine, which (4) polls DPDK’s rte_rx_burst for incoming packets. If the fast-path coroutine finds a packet, then it (5) processes the packet immediately (if error-free), signals a blocked coroutine for the TCP connection and yields.

The scheduler runs the unblocked application coroutine, which (6) returns the incoming request to the application worker, which in turn (7) processes the request and pushes any response. On the error-free path, the libOS (8) inlines the outgoing packet processing and immediately submits the I/O to DPDK’s rte_tx_burst, then (9) returns a qtoken to indicate when the push completes and the application will regain ownership of the memory buffers. To restart the loop, the application (1) calls pop on the queue to get the next I/O and then calls wait with the new qtoken. To serve multiple connections, the application calls pop on all connections and then wait_any with the returned qtokens.

We use DPDK as an example; however, the same flow works for any asynchronous kernel-bypass I/O API. The fast path coroutine yields after every n polls to let other I/O stacks and background work run. For non-common-case scenarios, the fast-path coroutine unblocks another coroutine and yields.

5.3 Memory Management

Each Demikernel libOS uses a device-specific, modified Hoard for memory management. Hoard is a pool-based memory allocator; Hoard memory pools are called superblocks, which each hold fixed-size memory objects. We use superblocks to manage DMA-capable memory and reference counting: the superblock header holds reference counts and meta-data for DMA-capable memory (e.g., RDMA rkeys).

As noted in Section 2, different kernel-bypass devices have different requirements for DMA-capable memory. For example, RDMA requires memory registration and a memory region-specific rkey on every I/O, so Catmint’s memory allocator provides a get_rkey interface to retrieve the rkey on every I/O. get_rkey(void *) registers an entire superblock on the first invocation and stores the rkey in the superblock header. Likewise, Catnip and Cattree allocate every superblock with memory from the DPDK mempool for the DMA-capable heap.

For UAF protection, all Demikernel allocators provide a simple reference counting interface: inc_ref(void *) and dec_ref(void *). Note that these interfaces are not part of PDPI but are internal to Demikernel libOSes. The libOS I/O stack calls inc_ref when issuing I/O on a memory buffer and dec_ref when done with the buffer. As noted earlier, Demikernel libOSes may have to hold references for a long time; for example, the TCP stack can safely dec_ref only after the receiver hasacked the packet.

Hoard keeps free objects in a LIFO linked list with the head pointer in the superblock header, which Demikernel amends with a bitmap of per-object reference counts. To minimize overhead, we use a single bit per-object, representing one reference from the application and one from the libOS. If the libOS has more than one reference to the object (e.g., the object is used for multiple I/Os), it must keep a reference table to track when it is safe to dec_ref.

Zero-copy I/O offers a significant performance improvement only for buffers over 1 kB in size, so Demikernel OSes
We use Lemire’s algorithm [47], which uses x86’s `tzcnt` instruction to efficiently skip over unset bits. A microbenchmark shows that the scheduler can context switch between an empty yielding coroutine and find another runnable coroutine in 12 cycles.

5.4 Coroutine Scheduler

A Demikernel libOS has three coroutine types, reflecting common CPU consumers: (1) a fast-path I/O processing coroutine for each I/O stack that polls for I/O and performs fast-path I/O processing, (2) several background coroutines for other I/O stack work (e.g., managing TCP send windows), and (3) one application coroutine per blocked qtoken, which runs an application worker to process a single request. Generally, each libOS scheduler gives priority to runnable application coroutines, and then to background coroutines and the fast-path coroutine, which is always runnable, in a FIFO manner. Demikernel libOSes are single threaded; thus, each scheduler runs one coroutine at a time. We expect the coroutine design will scale to more cores. However, Demikernel libOSes will need to be carefully designed to avoid shared state across cores, so we do not yet know if this will be a major limitation.

Demikernel schedulers offer a yield interface that lets coroutines express whether they are blocked and provide a readiness flag for the unblocking event. A coroutine can be in one of three states: running, runnable or blocked. To separate runnable and blocked coroutines, Demikernel schedulers maintain a readiness bit per coroutine. Following Rust’s `Future` trait’s [97] design, coroutines that block on an event (e.g., a timer, receiving on a connection), stash a pointer to a readiness flag for the event. Another coroutine triggers the event (e.g., by receiving a packet on the connection), sees the pointer, and sets the stashed readiness bit, signaling to the scheduler that the blocked coroutine is now runnable.

Implementing a ns-scale scheduler is challenging: it may manage hundreds or thousands of coroutines and have only hundreds of cycles to find the next to run. For example, heap allocations are unaffordable on the datapath, so the scheduler maintains a list of `waker blocks` that contains the readiness bit for 64 different coroutines in a bitset. To make ns-scale scheduling decisions, the scheduler must efficiently iterate over all set bits in each waker block to find runnable coroutines. We use Lemire’s algorithm [47], which uses x86’s `tzcnt` instruction to efficiently skip over unset bits. A microbenchmark shows that the scheduler can context switch between an empty yielding coroutine and find another runnable coroutine in 12 cycles.

5.5 Network and Storage LibOS Integration

A key Demikernel goal is fine-grained CPU multiplexing of networking and storage I/O processing with application processing and integrated zero-copy memory coordination across all three. For example, Demikernel lets Redis receive a PUT request from the network, checkpoint it to disk, and respond to the client without copies or thread context switches. Current kernel-bypass libraries do not achieve this goal because they separate I/O and application processing [30, 39] or do not support applications [43, 28, 96].

To support network and storage devices together, Demikernel integrates its network and storage libOSes. Doing so is challenging because not all kernel-bypass devices work well together. For example, though DPDK and SPDK work cooperatively, RDMA and SPDK were not designed to interact. SPDK shares the DPDK memory allocator, so initializing it creates a DPDK instance, which Catnip×Cattree shares between the networking and storage stacks. This automatic initialization creates a problem for RDMA integration because the DPDK instance will make the NIC inaccessible for RDMA. Thus, Catmint×Cattree must carefully blocklist all NICs for DPDK.

Demikernel memory allocator provides DMA-capable memory for DPDK network or SPDK storage I/O. We modify Hoard to allocate memory objects from the DPDK memory pool for SPDK and register the same memory with RDMA. We split the fast path coroutine between polling DPDK devices and SPDK completion queues in a round-robin fashion, allocating a fair share of CPU cycles to both given no pending I/O. More complex scheduling of CPU cycles between network and storage I/O processing is possible in the future. In general, portable integration between networking and storage datapath libOSes significantly simplifies µs-scale applications running across network and storage kernel-bypass devices.

6 Demikernel Library OS Implementations

We prototype two Demikernel datapath OSes: DEMILIN for Linux and DEMIWIN for Windows. Table 2 lists the library OSes that make up each datapath OS. The legacy kernels have little impact on the design of the two datapath OSes; instead, they primarily accommodate differences in kernel-bypass frameworks on Windows and Linux (e.g., the Linux and Windows RDMA interfaces are very different). DEMILIN supports RDMA, DPDK and SPDK kernel-bypass devices. It compiles into 6 shared libraries: Catnap, Catmint, Catnip, Cattree, Catmint×Cattree and Catnip×Cattree. It uses DPDK 19.08 [16], SPDK 19.10 [88], and the `rdmacm` and `ibverbs` interface included with the Mellanox OFED driver [61] 5.0.2 and Ubuntu 18.04. DEMIWIN currently supports only RDMA kernel-bypass devices with Catpaw and the Catnap POSIX libOS through WSL. DPDK and SPDK are not well supported on Windows; however, mainline support for both is currently in development. Catpaw is built on NDSPI v2 [63]. This section describes their implementation.

6.1 Catnap POSIX Library OS

We developed Catnap to test and develop Demikernel applications without kernel-bypass hardware, which is an important feature for building µs-scale datacenter applications. Demikernel’s flexible library OS architecture lets us support such a
libOS without increasing the overhead or complexity of our other libOses. Catnap follows the flow shown in Figure 4 but uses POSIX read and write in non-blocking mode instead of epoll to minimize latency. Catnap supports storage with files in a similar fashion. Catnap does not require memory management since POSIX is not zero-copy, and it has no background tasks since the Linux kernel handles all I/O.

### 6.2 Catmint and Catpaw RDMA Library OSes

Catmint builds PDPIX queues atop the rdma_cm [79] interfaces to manage connections and the lib_verbs interface to efficiently send and receive messages. It uses two-sided RDMA operations to send and receive messages, which simplifies support for the wait_* interface. We use a similar design for Catpaw atop NSDPI.

We found that using one RDMA queue pair per connection was unaffordable [35], so Catmint uses one queue pair per device and implements connection-based multiplexing for PDPIX queues. It processes I/O following the common flow, using poll_cq to poll for completions and ibv_post_wr to submit send requests to other nodes and post receive buffers. The only slow path operation buffers sends for flow control; Catmint allocates one coroutine per connection to re-send when the receiver updates the send window.

Catmint implements flow control using a simple message-based send window count and a one-sided write to update the sender’s window count. It currently only supports messages up to a configurable buffer size. Further, it uses a flow-control coroutine per connection to allocate and post receive buffers and remotely update the send window. The fast-path coroutine checks the remaining receive buffers on each incoming I/O and unblocks the flow-control coroutine if the remaining buffers fall below a fixed number.

### 6.3 Catnip DPDK Library OS

Catnip implements UDP and TCP networking stacks on DPDK according to RFCs 793 and 7323 [82, 6] with the Cubic congestion control algorithm [26]. Existing user-level stacks did not meet our needs for ns-scale latencies: mTCP [30], Stackmap [102], f-stack [20] and SeaStar [42] all report double-digit microsecond latencies. In contrast, Catnip can process an incoming TCP packet and dispatch it to the waiting application coroutine in 53ns.

Unlike existing TCP implementations [71, 30], it is able to leverage coroutines for a linear programming flow through the state machine. Because coroutines efficiently encapsulate TCP connection state, they allow asynchronous programming without managing significant global state.

The Catnip TCP stack is deterministic. Every TCP operation is parameterized on a time value, and Catnip moves time forward by synchronizing with the system clock. As a result, Catnip is able control all inputs to the TCP stack, including packets and time, which let us easily debug the stack by feeding it a trace with packet timings.

Figure 4 shows Catnip’s I/O loop assuming sufficient send window space, congestion window space, and that the physical address is in the ARP cache; otherwise, it spawns a send coroutine. Established sockets have four background coroutines to handle sending outgoing packets, retransmitting lost packets, sending pure acknowledgments, and manage connection close state transitions. During normal operation, all are blocked. However, if there is an adverse event (e.g., packet loss), the fast-path coroutine unblocks the needed background coroutine. Additional coroutines handle connection establishment: sockets in the middle of an active or passive open each have a background coroutine for driving the TCP handshake.

For full zero-copy, Catnip cannot use a buffer to account for TCP windows. Instead, it uses a ring buffer of I/O buffers and indices into the ring buffer as the start and end of the TCP window. This design increases complexity but eliminates an unnecessary copy from existing designs. Catnip limits its use of unsafe Rust to C/C++ bindings. As a result, it is the first zero-copy, ns-scale memory-safe TCP stack.

### 6.4 Cattree SPDK Library OS

Cattree maps the PDPIX queue abstraction onto an abstract log for SPDK devices. We map each device as a log file; applications open the file and push writes to the file for persistence. Cattree keeps a read cursor for every storage queue. pop reads (a specified number of bytes) from the read cursor and push appends to the log. seek and truncate move the read cursor and garbage collect the log. This log-based storage stack worked well for our echo server and Redis’s persistent logging mechanism, but we hope to integrate more complex storage stacks.

Cattree uses its I/O processing fast path coroutine to poll for completed I/O operations and deliver them to the waiting application qtoken. Since the SPDK interface is asynchronous, Cattree submits disk I/O operations inline on the application coroutine and then yields until the request is completed. It has no background coroutines because all its work is directly related to active I/O processing. Cattree is a minimal storage stack with few storage features. While it works well for our logging-based applications, we expect that more complex storage systems might be layered above it in the future.

---

**Table 2. Demikernel library operating systems.** We implement two prototype Demikernel datapath OSes: DemiLIN for Linux and DemiWIN for Windows. Each datapath OS consists of a set of library OSES (e.g., DemiWIN includes Catpaw and Catnap), which offer portability across different kernel-bypass devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LibOS Name</th>
<th>Datapath OS</th>
<th>Kernel-bypass</th>
<th>LoC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catpaw</td>
<td>DemiWIN</td>
<td>RDMA</td>
<td>6752 C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catnap</td>
<td>DemiLIN, DemiWIN</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>822 C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catmint</td>
<td>DemiLIN</td>
<td>RDMA</td>
<td>1904 Rust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catnip</td>
<td>DemiLIN</td>
<td>DPDK</td>
<td>9201 Rust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattree</td>
<td>DemiLIN</td>
<td>SPDK</td>
<td>2320 Rust</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
7 Evaluation

Our evaluation found that the prototype Demikernel datapath OSes simplified μ-scale kernel-bypass applications while imposing ns-scale overheads. All Demikernel and application code is available at: https://github.com/demikernel/demikernel.

7.1 Experimental Setup

We use 5 servers with 20-core dual-socket Xeon Silver 4114 2.2 GHz CPUs connected with Mellanox CX-5 100 Gbps NICs and an Arista 7060CX 100 Gbps switch with a minimum 450 ns switching latency. We use Intel Optane 800P NVMe SSDs, backed with 3D XPoint persistent memory. For Windows experiments, we use a separate cluster of 14-core dual-socket Xeon 2690 2.6 GHz CPU servers connected with Mellanox CX-4 56 Gbps NICs and a Mellanox SX6036 56 Gbps Infiniband switch with a minimum 200 ns latency.

On Linux, we allocate 2 GB of 2 MB huge pages, as required by DPDK. We pin processes to cores and use the performance CPU frequency scaling governor. To further reduce Linux latency, we raise the process priority using nice and use the real-time scheduler, as recommended by Li [53]. We run every experiment 5 times and report the average; the standard deviations are minimal – zero in some cases – except for § 7.6 where we report them in Figure 12.

Client and server machines use matching configurations since some Demikernel libOSes require both clients and servers run the same libOS; except the UDP relay application, which uses a Linux-based traffic generator. We replicated experiments with both Hoard and the built-in Linux libc allocator and found no apparent performance differences.

Comparison Systems. We compare Demikernel to 2 kernel-bypass applications – testpmd [93] and perftest [84] – and 3 recent kernel-bypass libraries – eRPC [34] Shenango [71] and Caladan [23]. testpmd and perftest are included with the DPDK and RDMA SDKs, respectively, and used as raw performance measurement tools. testpmd is an L2 packet forwarder, so it performs no packet processing, while perftest measures RDMA NIC send and recv latency by pinging a remote server. These applications represent the best “native” performance with the respective kernel-bypass devices.

Shenango [71] and Caladan [23] are recent kernel-bypass schedulers with a basic TCP stack; Shenango runs on DPDK, while Caladan directly uses the OFED API [2, 59]. eRPC is a low-latency kernel-bypass RPC library that supports RDMA, DPDK and OFED with a custom network transport. We allocate two cores to Shenango and Caladan for fairness: one each for the IOKernel and application.

7.2 Programmability for μ-scale Datacenter Systems

To evaluate Demikernel’s impact on μ-scale kernel-bypass development, we implement four μ-scale kernel-bypass systems for Demikernel, including a UDP relay server built by a non-kernel-bypass, expert programmer. Table 3 presents a summary of the lines of code needed for POSIX and Demikernel versions. In general, we found Demikernel easier to use than POSIX-based OSes because its API is better suited to μ-scale datacenter systems and its OS services better met their needs, including portable I/O stacks, a DMA-capable heap and UAF protection.

Echo Server and Client. To identify Demikernel’s design trade-offs and performance characteristics, we build two echo systems with servers and clients using POSIX and Demikernel. This experiment demonstrates the benefits of Demikernel’s API and OS management features for even simple μ-scale, kernel-bypass applications compared to current kernel-bypass libraries that preserve the POSIX API (e.g., Arrakis [73], mTCP [30], F-stack [20]).

Both echo systems run a single server-side request loop with closed-loop clients and support synchronous logging to disk. The Demikernel server calls pop on a set of I/O queue descriptors and uses wait-any to block until a message arrives. It then calls push with the message buffer on the same queue to send it back to the client and immediately frees the buffer. Optionally, the server can push the message to on-disk file for persistence before responding to the client.

To avoid heap allocations on the datapath, the POSIX echo server uses a pre-allocated buffer to hold incoming messages. Since the POSIX API is not zero-copy, both read and write require a copy, adding overhead. Even if the POSIX API were updated to support zero-copy (and it is unclear what the semantics would be in that case), correctly using it in the echo server implementation would be non-trivial. Since the POSIX server reuses a pre-allocated buffer, the server cannot re-use the buffer for new incoming messages until the previous message has been successfully sent and acknowledged. Thus, the server would need to implement a buffer pool with reference counting to ensure correct behavior. This experience has been corroborated by the Shenango [71] authors.

In contrast, Demikernel’s clear zero-copy API dictates when the echo server receives ownership of the buffer, and its use-after-free semantics make it safe for the echo server to free the buffer immediately after the push. Demikernel’s API semantics and memory management let Demikernel’s echo server implementation process messages without allocating or copying memory on the I/O processing path.

| Table 3. LoC for μ-scale kernel-bypass systems. POSIX and Demikernel versions of each application. The UDP relay also supports io_uring (1782 Loc), and TxnStore has a custom RDMA RPC library (12970 LoC). |
| --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
| **OS/API** | **Echo Server** | **UDP Relay** | **Redis** | **TxnStore** |
| POSIX | 328 | 1731 | 52954 | 13430 |
| Demikernel | 291 | 2076 | 54332 | 12610 |

TURN UDP Relay. Teams and Skype are large video conferencing services that operate peer-to-peer over UDP. To
support clients behind NATs, Microsoft Azure hosts millions of TURN relay servers [100, 29]. While end-to-end latency is not concern for these servers, the number of cycles spent on each relayed packet directly translate to the service’s CPU consumption, which is significant. A Microsoft Teams engineer ported the relay server to Demikernel. While he has 10+ years of experience in the Skype and Teams groups, he was not a kernel-bypass expert. It took him 1 day [38] to port the TURN server to Demikernel and 2 days each for io_uring [12] and Seastar [42]. In the end, he could not get Seastar working and had issues with io_uring. Compared to io_uring and Seastar, he reported that Demikernel was the simplest and easiest to use, and that PDPIX was his favorite part of the system. This experience demonstrated that, compared to existing kernel-bypass systems, Demikernel makes kernel-bypass easier to use for programmers that are not kernel-bypass experts.

Redis. We next evaluate the experience of porting the popular Redis [80] in-memory data structure server to Demikernel. This port required some architectural changes because Redis uses its own event processing loop and custom event handler mechanism. We implement our own Demikernel-based event loop, which replicated some functionality that already exists in Redis. This additional code increases the total modified LoC, but much of it was template code.

Redis’s existing event loop processes incoming and outgoing packets in a single epoll event loop. We modify this loop to pop and push to Demikernel I/O queues and block using wait_any. Redis synchronously logs updates to disk, which we replace with a push to a log file without requiring extra buffers or copies.

The Demikernel implementation fixes several well-known inefficiencies in Redis due to epoll. For example, wait_any directly returns the packet, so Redis can immediately begin processing without further calls to the (lib)OS. Redis also processes outgoing replies in an asynchronous manner; it queues the response, waits on epoll for notification that the socket is ready and then writes the outgoing packet. This design is inefficient: it requires more than one system call and several copies to send a reply. Demikernel fixes this inefficiency by letting the server immediately push the response into the outgoing I/O queue.

Demikernel’s DMA-capable heap lets Redis directly place incoming PUTs and serve outgoing GETs to and from its in-memory store. For simple keys and values (e.g., not sets or arrays), Redis does not update in place, so Demikernel’s use-after-free protection is sufficient for correct zero-copy I/O coordination. As a result, Demikernel lets Redis correctly implement zero-copy I/O from its heap with no code changes.

TxnStore. TxnStore [103] is a high-performance, in-memory, transactional key-value store that supports TCP, UDP, and RDMA. It illustrates Demikernel’s benefits for a feature-rich, µ-scale system: TxnStore has double-digit µ latencies, implements transactions and replication, and uses the Protobuf library [76]. TxnStore also has its own implementation of RPC over RDMA, so this experiment let us compare Demikernel to custom RDMA code.

TxnStore uses interchangeable RPC transports. The standard one uses libevent for I/O processing, which relies on epoll. We implemented our own transport to replace libevent with a custom event loop based on wait_any. As a result of this architecture, the Demikernel port replicates significant code for managing connections and RPC, increasing the LoC but not the complexity of the port. TxnStore’s RDMA transport does not support zero-copy I/O because it would require serious changes to ensure correctness. Compared to the custom solution, Demikernel simplifies the coordination needed to support zero-copy I/O.

7.3 Echo Application

To evaluate our prototype Demikernel OSes and their overheads, we measure our echo system. Client and server use matching OSes and kernel-bypass devices.

Demikernel Latencies and Overheads. We begin with a study of Demikernel performance for small 64B messages. Figure 5 shows unloaded RTTs with a single closed-loop client. We compare the Demikernel echo system to the POSIX version, with eRPC, Shenango and Caladan. Catnip achieves better latency than the POSIX echo implementation because it polls read instead of using epoll; however, this is a trade-off. Catnip consumes 100% of one CPU even with a single client.

Catnip is 3.1µ faster than Shenango but 1.7µ slower than Caladan. Shenango has higher latency because packets traverse 2 cores for processing, while Caladan has run-to-completion on a single core. Caladan has lower latency because it uses the lower-level OFED API but sacrifices portability for non-Mellanox NICs. Similarly, eRPC has 0.2µ lower latency than Catmint but is carefully tuned for Mellanox CX5 NICs. This experiment demonstrates that, compared to other kernel-bypass systems, Demikernel can achieve competitive µ latencies without sacrificing portability.

![Figure 5. Echo latencies on Linux (64B)](image-url)

The upper number reports total time spent in Demikernel for 4 I/O operations: client and server send and receive; the lower ones show network and other latency; their sum is the total RTT on Demikernel. Demikernel achieves ns-scale overheads per I/O and has latencies close to those of eRPC, Shenango and Caladan, while supporting a greater range of devices and network protocols. We perform 1 million echos over 5 runs, the variance between runs was below 1%.
On average, Catmint imposes 250ns of latency overhead per I/O, while Catnip imposes 125ns per UDP packet and 200ns per TCP packet. Catmint trades off latency on the critical path for better throughput, while Catnip uses more background co-routines. In both cases, Demikernel achieves ns-scale I/O processing overhead.

**DEMIWIN and Azure Latencies and Overhead.** To further demonstrate portability, we evaluate the echo system on Windows and Azure. To our knowledge, Demikernel is the only kernel-bypass OS to portably support Windows and virtualized environments.

**DEMIWIN** supports Catnap through the WSL (the Windows Subsystem for Linux) POSIX interface and Catpaw. Figure 6a reports that Catnap again offers a small latency improvement by avoiding epoll, while Catpaw reduces latency by 27×. This improvement is extreme; however, WSL is not as optimized as the native Windows API.

Azure supports DPDK in general-purpose VMs and offers bare metal RDMA VMs with an Infiniband interconnect. Azure does not virtualize RDMA because networking support for congestion control over virtual networks is complex, demonstrating the pros and cons of heterogenous kernel-bypass devices in different environments.

Figure 6b shows DEMILIN in an Azure virtual machine. Catnap’s polling design shows even lower latency in a VM because it spins the vCPU, so the hypervisor does not deschedule it. Catnip offers a 5× latency improvement over the Linux kernel. This is less than the bare metal performance improvement because DPDK still goes through the Azure virtualization layer in the SmartNIC [21] for vnet translation. Catmint runs bare metal on Azure over Infiniband; thus, it offers native performance. This experiment shows that Demikernel lets us-scale applications portably run on different platforms and kernel-bypass devices.

**DEMIWIN Network and Storage Latencies.** To show Demikernel’s network and storage support, we run the same experiment with server-side logging. We use the Linux ext4 file system for the POSIX echo server and Catnap, and we integrate Catnip×CatTree and Catmint×CatTree. Figure 7 shows that writing every message synchronously to disk imposes a high latency penalty on Linux and Catnap. Catnap’s polling-based design lowers the overhead, but Catnip and Catmint are much faster. Due to its coroutine scheduler and memory management, Demikernel can process an incoming packet, pass it to the echo server, write it to disk and reply back in a tight run-to-completion loop without copies. As a result, a client sees lower access latencies to remote disk with Demikernel than remote memory on Linux. This experiment demonstrates that Demikernel portably achieves ns-scale I/O processing, run-to-completion and zero-copy for networking and storage.

**DEMIWIN Single Client Throughput Overheads.** To study Demikernel’s performance for varying message sizes, we use NetPIPE [68] to compare DEMILIN with DPDK testpmd and RDMA perfest. Figure 8 shows that testpmd offers 40.3Gbps for 256kB messages, while perfest achieves 37.7Gbps. testpmd has better performance because it is strictly an L2 forwarder, while perfest uses the RoCE protocol, which requires header processing and acks to achieve ordered, reliable delivery.

Catmint achieves 31.5Gbps with 256kB messages, which is a 17% overhead on perfest’s raw RDMA performance. Catnip has 33.3Gbps for UDP and 29.7Gbps for TCP, imposing a 17% and 26% performance penalty, respectively, on testpmd for 256kB messages. Again, note that testpmd performs no packet processing, while Catnip has a software networking stack. Compared to native kernel-bypass applications, we found that Demikernel provides OS management services with reasonable cost for a range of packet sizes.
We skip RDMA (because perftest does not support parallelism) and the kernel-based solutions for readability. We use 1 core for Demikernel and eRPC, and 2 cores for Shenango and Caladan. Catmint and Catnip (UDP) are optimized for latency but not throughput, as we focused our efforts on improving Catnip’s software TCP stack.

### DEMILIN Peak Throughput and Latency Overheads

To evaluate Demikernel’s throughput impact, we compare to Shenango, Caladan and eRPC. We increase offered load and report both sustained server-side throughput and client-side latency in Figure 9. Catnip (UDP) achieves 70% of the peak throughput of Caladan on DPDK and Catmint has 46% the throughput of eRPC on RDMA. However, Catnip outperforms Caladan and is competitive with eRPC due to many optimizations in the TCP stack. We focused our initial optimization efforts on per-I/O datapath latency overheads since µs-scale datacenter systems prioritize datapath latencies and tail latencies; however, future optimizations could improve throughput, especially single-core throughput (e.g., offloading background coroutines to another core). Overall, this experiment shows that Demikernel demonstrates that a high-level API and OS features do not have to come at a significant cost.

### 7.4 UDP Relay Server

To evaluate the performance of a µs-scale system built by a non-kernel-bypass expert, we compare the performance of the UDP relay server on Demikernel to Linux and io_uring. We use a non-kernel-bypass Linux-based traffic generator and measure the latency between sending the generated packet and receiving the relayed packet.

Figure 10 shows the average and p99 latencies for the UDP relay server. Since all versions use the same Linux-based client, the reduced latency directly translates to fewer CPU cycles used on the server. While io_uring gives modest improvements, Catnip reduces the server-side latency per request by 11µs on average and 13.7µs at the p99, demonstrating that Demikernel lets non-kernel-bypass experts reap performance benefits for their µs-scale applications.

### 7.5 Redis In-memory Distributed Cache

To evaluate a ported µs-scale application, we measure Redis using GET and SET operations with the built-in redis-benchmark utility. Figure 11 (left) reports the peak throughput for unmodified Redis and Demikernel Redis running in-memory. Catnap has 75-80% lower peak throughput because its polling-based design trades off latency for throughput. Catmint gives 2x throughput, and Catnip offers 20% better throughput.

We add persistence to Redis by turning on its append-only file. We fsync after each SET operation for strong guarantees and fairness to Cattree, which does not buffer or cache in memory. Figure 11 (left) gives the results. In this case, Catnap’s polling increases throughput because it decreases disk access latencies, which block the server from processing more requests. Notably, Catnip and Catmint with Cattree have throughput within 10% of unmodified Redis without persistence. This result shows that Demikernel provides existing µs-scale applications portable kernel-bypass network and storage access with low overhead.

### 7.6 TxnStore Distributed Transactional Storage

To measure the performance of Demikernel for a more fully featured µs-scale application, we evaluate TxnStore with YCSB-t workload F, which performs read-modify-write operations using transactions. We use a uniform Zipf distribution, 64 B keys, and 700 B values. We use the weakly consistent quorum-write protocol: every get accesses a single server, while every put replicates to three servers.

Figure 12 reports the average and 99th percentile tail transaction latency. Again, Catnap has 69% lower latency than TxnStore’s TCP stack and 27% lower latency than its UDP stack due to polling. As a trade-off, Catnap uses almost 100% of a single CPU to poll for packets, while TxnStore uses 40%.
Demikernel offers lower latency than TxnStore’s custom RDMA stack because we are not able to remove copies in the custom RDMA stack without complex zero-copy memory coordination.

Both Catnip and Catmint are competitive with TxnStore’s RDMA messaging stack. TxnStore uses the rdma_cm [79]. However, it uses one queue pair per connection, requires a copy, and has other inefficiencies [36], so Catmint outperforms TxnStore’s native RDMA stack. This experiment shows that Demikernel improves performance for higher-latency μ-scale datacenter applications compared to a naive custom RDMA implementation.

8 Related Work

Demikernel builds on past work in operating systems, especially library OSes [18, 74, 49] and other flexible, extensible systems [31, 89, 87], along with recent work on kernel-bypass OSes [73, 3] and libraries [30, 44]. Library operating systems separate protection and management into the OS kernel and user-level library OSes, respectively, to better meet custom application needs. We observe that kernel-bypass architectures offload protection into I/O devices, along with some OS management, so Demikernel uses library OSes for portability across heterogeneous kernel-bypass devices.

OS extensions [99, 19, 22, 24] also let applications customize parts of the OS for their needs. Recently, Linux introduced io_uring [12, 11], which gives applications faster access to the kernel I/O stack through shared memory. LKL [77, 94] and F-stack [20] move the Linux and FreeBSD networking stacks to userspace but do not meet the requirements of μ-scale systems (e.g., accommodating heterogeneous device hardware and zero-copy I/O memory management). Device drivers, whether in the OS kernel [91, 13] or at user level [48], hide differences between hardware interfaces but do not implement OS services, like memory management.

Previous efforts to offload OS functionality focused on limited OS features or specialized applications, like TCP [14, 65, 67, 39]. DPI [1] proposes an interface similar to the Demikernel libcall interface but uses flows instead of queues and considers network I/O but not storage. Much recent work on distributed storage systems uses RDMA for low-latency access to remote memory [17], FASST [37], and more [98, 64, 35, 92, 7, 40] but does not portably support other NIC hardware. Likewise, software middleboxes have used DPDK for low-level access to the NIC [95, 90] but do not consider other types of kernel-bypass NICs or storage.

Arrakis [73] and Ix [3] offer alternative kernel-bypass architectures but are not portable, especially to virtualized environments, since they leverage SR-IOV for kernel-bypass. Netmap [83] and Stackmap [102] offer user-level interfaces to NICs but no OS management. eRPC [34] and ScaleRPC [8] are user-level RDMA/DPDK stacks, while ReFlex [43], PASTE [28] and Flashnet [96] provide fast remote access to storage, but none portably supports both storage and networking.

User-level networking [51, 39, 70, 30, 42] and storage stacks [44, 81, 32] replace missing functionality and can be used interchangeably if they maintain the POSIX API; however, they lack features needed by μ-scale kernel-bypass systems, as described in Section 2. Likewise, recent user-level schedulers [75, 71, 33, 23, 9] assign I/O requests to application workers but are not portable and do not implement storage stacks. As a result, none serve as general-purpose datapath operating systems.

9 Conclusion And Future Work

Demikernel is a first step towards datapath OSes for μ-scale kernel-bypass applications. While we present an OS and architecture that implement PDPIX, other designs are possible. Each Demikernel OS feature represents a rich area of future work. We have barely scratched the surface of portable, zero-copy TCP stacks and have not explored in depth what semantics a μ-scale storage stack might supply. While there has been recent work on kernel-bypass scheduling, efficient μ-scale memory resource management with memory allocators has not been explored in depth. Given the insights of the datapath OS into the memory access patterns of the application, improved I/O-aware memory scheduling is certainly possible. Likewise, Demikernel does not eliminate all zero-copy coordination and datapath OSes with more explicit features for memory ownership are a promising direction for more research. Generally, we hope that Demikernel is the first of many datapath OSes for μ-scale datacenter applications.
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